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Slow control

Single system, controls
(almost) everything
Overview + control via web

Stable? operation

new features
small bugs

Implemented alarm
gateway to TINE (for DESY
operators).
Will release software as
open source.
Wishes?
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Target vacuum system

No problems during run.

One pump died during synchrotron operation

Did not trip HW-interlock (pressure too good).
Noticed by bad beam lifetime.
Fix: Close valve.
Added second level SW-interlock.

Pump will be replaced in June service week.
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Target

Temperatures were <50K, good.
Flows up to 1 sccm were tested.
0.8 sccm most of the time, with beam lifetime O(1h).

All Good?
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Countrate deficit

During beamtime: Countrate estimates higher than
observed rates

But factors varied greatly: 2-20

Now: Somewhat clearer picture, but still no hard
numbers?!?!

Factor seems to be 4-6?

Possible causes?

Beam current wrong? −→ Unlikely.
Target flow wrong? −→ Calibrated with buffer volume.
Target density calculation wrong?−→ Checked
idenpendently
Countrate estimates wrong?−→ Different calculations
give similar answer.
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Target problems?

Lifetime about factor 2 too good compared to TDR.

But how accurate is the calculation?
(Lifetime could be worsened by impurities in gas ->
check next week)

Out of molecular flow? −→ Test with extreme low flows
−→ Only small deviation.
Extreme gas heating? How? Can be tested with
heater on cell.
Gas ”lost” inside vacuum chamber.

Not visible on pressure readings.
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Leak?

Inspection of
replacement cells

One likely
candidate:
Connection
between cell inlet
formed by foil and
aluminium bracket.

Will inspect and try to
fix in June service
week
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